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The proposed methods improve Brain-Computer Interface performance. Multiple color stimuli enhance event-related potentials (ERPs) and target classification. Participants preferred the color stimuli over traditional gray-to-white stimuli.
a b s t r a c t
Objective: Current Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) systems typically flash an array of items from grey to white (GW). The objective of this study was to evaluate BCI performance using uniquely colored stimuli. Methods: In addition to the GW stimuli, the current study tested two types of color stimuli (grey to color [GC] and color intensification [CI] ). The main hypotheses were that in a checkboard paradigm, unique color stimuli will: (1) increase BCI performance over the standard GW paradigm; (2) elicit larger event-related potentials (ERPs); and, (3) improve offline performance with an electrode selection algorithm (i.e., Jumpwise). Results: Online results (n = 36) showed that GC provides higher accuracy and information transfer rate than the CI and GW conditions. Waveform analysis showed that GC produced higher amplitude ERPs than CI and GW. Information transfer rate was improved by the Jumpwise-selected channel locations in all conditions. Conclusions: Unique color stimuli (GC) improved BCI performance and enhanced ERPs. Jumpwiseselected electrode locations improved offline performance. Significance: These results show that in a checkerboard paradigm, unique color stimuli increase BCI performance, are preferred by participants, and are important to the design of end-user applications; thus, could lead to an increase in end-user performance and acceptance of BCI technology. Ó 2017 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction
A Brain Computer Interface (BCI) is a specific type of human-machine interaction. BCI is a direct link between the human brain and a computer. BCIs can be defined as invasive utilizing techniques requiring implantation such as electrocorticography (ECoG), or non-invasive techniques utilizing techniques requiring surface electrodes such as electroencephalography (EEG [Wolpaw et al., 2003] ). A BCI can provide an important communication outlet for those who are ''locked-in" by amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), brain stem stroke, or head trauma. Locked-In Syndrome (LIS) refers to a condition where all voluntary muscles, except those that control eye movement, are completely paralyzed. ALS is a progressive motorneuron disease that causes irreversible loss of motor function. As ALS symptoms progress, most individuals lose the ability to speak clearly or at all resulting in a locked-in state. Currently, people with ALS, particularly those in advanced stages, are the most likely to benefit from BCI technology because 
